
Island Caucus Notes

7/31/2023

Washington State:

Alerting Protocols

Capabilities Issues

Possible Washington can fill out the template by SOPs or plans to validate and perform leg work and

then provide back to territory

Action Items:

Update of email list of active members in the Island Caucus to validate emails to send PR SOPs of Siren

Protocols

Send to email from Wildoamris to the entire updated protocols

1. Washington: Maximillion/Ethan

2. USVI

3. CMNI

4. PTWC

5. Other island members

Tsunami Ready Updates:

PR:

1. removal of signs being removed from municipalities and other signs being placed in the

space

2. Community have been placing their own sign on the streets

a. Community involvement of their own signs that are being painted on the ground

Tsunami Supporters

PR:

1. Challenges to indicate that although the risk is the approach is still education of the task

2. PR has 16 and will be adding an additional 5 by the end of August

3. Feel free to speak to PR for support in gaining Tsunami supporters and challenges

Needs and Changes

1. PR Tsunami Supporter strategies to implement and improve their Tsunami Ready

2. Wildoamaris will share step by step approach to how she is able to execute this with the

communities



a. Allow employees of business/organizations to assist with the event of any

tsunami threat

i. Bars

ii. Restaurants

iii. Initial Large Meeting

b. Evacuation Plan Template

i. All supporting documentation provided

c. Training for the Employees of the establishment to validate plan

i. Roles of each plan and how they play a part in the

d. CERT training to support this program

i. 72 hours training

ii. Special focus on Tsunamis

e. She will email information to all members

Action Items: Led by Island Caucus and ensure all smaller islands are a part of the

study
1. Mark Beth:

a. Social science to determine if that occurs truly to affect economics

2. Hawaii Visitor Bureau opposed by hotels or tsunami zone areas

a. Better to express to visitors that we are prepared in the event it does happen

b. Took years to overcome

3. Guam:

a. Safety and procedures people

4. Social science to do an assessment anecdotally to create a project to provide funding to

social science to document if this is factual or not if the tourism or visitor bureaus truly

create a block in this

5. Involve Tourist bureaus who are on board to express the support for other members

a. Continuous outreach and engagement consistently to deal with turnovers and

ensuring the support is always constant

6. PR: Find one major hotel to have as a support for example a Marriott to be a champion

a. Supported approach allowed the support from other champions to become

tsunami supporters

b. Sharing experiences and lessons learned to other businesses

c. Hotel La Macas is a champion in PR and participate in both Great Shakeout and

Caribe Wave

Action Items: Island Caucus can request to MES to request to Tsunami Supporters to frame as a positive

at the local level so it can be a form of an incentive and benefits of being a champion of the program

a. PR will reach out to hotel to get their experience and then get back to begin proposal for

this approach

b. Can be a national project potentially and with messaging and preparedness



Updates in Guam

1. Nathan Wood:



Action Items: Request from Chip Deadline for Hurricane and Typhoons with the All hazards Siren systems

1. Each member can go back and look at the their processes

a. AAR

b. Communications

c. Response specifically

i. What works

ii. Why it didn't work

iii. What needs to be fixed or addressed

2. Tentative Deadline: Prior to the next quarterly meeting

3. Chip will send outline to begin this process


